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Ontario Superior Court of Justice
Toronto Small Claims Court
BI;:TWI:I:N:
MARGARH HATFII:LD

Plaintiff
-and-

DONNA CHILD and ARTWORLD INC.
doing business as ARTWORLDOF SHERWAY
Defendants

J.J. Sommer, counsel for the Plaintiff
R. Dowham & B. Shiller counsel for the Defendants

Judgment
INTRODUCTION

The Plaintiff purchased a painting called the

~Wheel

of Life"

also referred to as the ·Circle of Life" from the defendant art
gallery. The painting is said to be an original by Norval
Morrisseau, the founder of the Woodland School of Art. She
believes that her painting is a worthless forgery.
Morrisseau was a prolific artist having painted in excess of
10,000 paintings in his lifetime. It is cornmon knowledge that he
had various health issues, had a stroke, suffered fTom
alcoholism and substance abuse, and in his later years had
Alzheimer'~

disease. He. was incarcerated for a period of time

during which he continued to paint from his cell. He lived
across Ontari.o,

in Western Canada and British Columbia.
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REMEDY

The Plaintiff seeks as a remedy the rescission of the contract
due to misrepresentation and breach of contract and
reimbursement of all costs. In the alternative, she seeks
damages for deceit including the refund of the purchase price
plus loss of investment opportunity punitive damages and costs.
The costs sought by the Plaintiff exceed $40,000.00 dollars.
The Defendant seeks costs of $1,500.00 dollars.

1. Is the painting 'Wheel of Life" a forgery or is it an
authentic painting by Norval Morrisseau?
2. If a forgery, did the Defendants misrepresent the painting?

PLAINTIIl'll"S EVIDENCE
MARGA!lETHATll':IELD

The Plaintiff purchased the painting February 26, 2005 paying
$10,350.00 dollars.-see exhibit 4. She was told that Ms. Child,

the gallery director had obtained it from a gentleman collector.
Two certificates of appraisal were provided-see Exhibit 3a and
Exhibit 3b as proof of authenticity.
On April 6, 2009 she learned of the forgery of the painting by
viewing a website called www.morrisseaubuyersbeware.com and fnJm
an Ottawa newspaper article by Dr. Jonathan Brown's attempts to
get refunds based upon a statu.tory declaration by !-larval
Morrisse1l'u~see

Exhibit 5. She saw her painting "Wheel of Life"

on the website and spoke with Mr. Ritchie Sinclair who has a
website focused on Morrisseau .
.She was advised by Ms. child that Morrisseau's

decla~ationwas

2;
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of no value since he was not competent at the time and the
matter with Mr.
Child sent the

Sincl~ir w~s
Pl~intiff

Ms.

in

litig~tion.

H~tfield ~

The

Defend~nt

registered letter

Ms.
d~ted

June 16, 2009 indicating that the matter could be resolved
amicably-see Exhibit 6.
The

Pl~intiff

spoke with Mr. Samuel Stevens, the lawyer who

swore the affidavit and learned that Morrisseau appeared to be
aware at the time, and in a letter from Stevens dated June 18,
2010 he stated that M~rri$se~u appe~red to be of sound mind and
understood what he
She

w~s

~lso obt~ined ~

V~das,

saying.-See Exhibit 7.
~nd

letter from Mr.

Mrs. Dave and Michelle

the executors of the estate of Norval Morrisseau from Dr.

G. Sheppard dated October 6, 2004 which
in possession of his

f~culties.-See

On cross-examination, Ms.

H~tfield

~ays

that Morrisseau was

Exhibit 8.

agreed ,that she did not

investigate further and speak to either of the appraisers either
at the time or years later. Essentially she relied on Mr. Don
Robinson and Mr. Ritchie Sinclair.

DONALD ROBINSON
QUALIFICATION AS AN EXPERT

Mr. Robinson was qualified as an expert witness on the valuation
and authentication of the paintings by Norval Morrisseau. He was
not qualified ~s an expert witness regarding handwriting.

Robinson is the founder of the Kinsman Rdbinson, gallery which
opened in 1980 and represented Norval Morrisseau for 19 years.
He examined the artist's syllabic and English signatures.
He appeared as an expert witness in the 'Tax Court of Canada in
. regards to the appraisal of two hundred,

(200) Norval Morrisseau
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paintings and as an expert witness in two other proceedings. He
stated that he had personally appraised one thousand,

(1, 000)

Norval Morrisseau paintings for institutions and private
collections. Due to the controversy over fake Morrisseau
paintings he is no longer a member of the Art Dealers
Association of Canada.
On cross-examination he agreed that Mr. Michel Vardas developed
a marketing plan to gradually increase prices. Mr. Robinson
himself testified that he wanted a small gradual increase of
perhaps 5-10 percent per year since at the time prices in
Vancouver B.C. were much lower than in Oritario. In addition
Robinson sold Norval Morrisseau paintings to private collectors.
He owns one (1) such'painting himself.
Although he testified as to valuation of Morrisseau art in the
Tax court case of Whent v. Canada, the basis for his evidence
was not favourably received by the trial judge. Defendant
Counsel read paragraph 67 of the decision of Justice Morgan:
"Mr. Robinson's use ofbis 1990 price list as bis basic tool for appraising fair market value is based
on the assumption that there was at least one owner of a retail art gallery who. in 1984. 1985 and
1986 would have taken the risks, incurred the costs and put forth the effort which Mr. Robinson
did in 1990 in order to sell new Morrisseau works, There is no evidence on which 1can find that
any such owner of a retail art gallery existed in those years. In fact, the evidence runs in the
opposite direction and I'm left to conclude that there was no such owner, In other words, the
assumption underlying Mr. Robinson's use of the 1990 pricelist has not been proven. Therefore,
the cornerstone of his appraisal is seriously damaged."
Page 10 Transcript dated May 31, 20 II

Defence counsel also raised the Court's concern of a conflict of
interest at para 62;
"Mr. Robinson's close association with Morrisseau is both an asset and a liability. It is an asset in
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the sense that he has extensive Imowledge of Morrisseau, his paintings and the current market for
Morrisseau's work. It is a liability in the sense that he has a hopeless contlict of interest in trying
to be objective about tbe quality or value ofMorrisseau's work when hds currently the exclusive
distributor for Momsseau's new works in Ontario."

Page 11 Transcript dated May 31, 2011

Mr. Robinson's report dated July 7, 2010 was marked for
identification as Exhibit 16 and was provided to show his
background and extensive dealings with the art of Norval
Morrisseau. Mr. Robinson testified that although he was not
compensated for this testimony he continues to sell Morrisseau
paintings. Despite this important and significant conflict of
interest, he testified that he would be objective in his
testimony.
On redirect, Mr. Robinson testified that (there were perhaps
thirty (30) paintings sold by his gallery) and that Morrisseau
painted ten thousand (10,000) paintings. It was his opinion that
Randy Potter sold some two thousand,

(2,000) fake paintings. He

testified that at least forty-five (45) galleries sell Norval
Morrisseau paintings across Canada. The Court finds it obvious
that Potter would be seen as a significant competitor.
Robinson candidly odrrtitted that he bought fake Morrisseau
paintings in 1990 at a Kahn country auction and believed that
they were genuine based on the word of another art deoler named
Joseph McLeod, the author of the appraisal- of the "Wheel of
Life"-see appraisal Exhibit 3B. Mr. Robinson testified that he
bought some twenty-eight (28) fakeS at two or three auctions.
After reviewing the authorities provided by counsel and
considering their SUbmissions, Mr. Robinson wos qualified as an
5
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expert witness on the valuation and authentication of Norval
Morrisseau, the artist. He was not qualified as a handwriting
expert.
DONALD R08INSON EXPERT TESTIMONY
AUTHENTICITY
Mo~ellian

Analysis

In determining the authenticity of a painting Robinson examines
the history of the painting, he considers Morcillian stylistic
ani'llysis bi'lsed upon the nineteenth century art critic Giovi'lnni
Morelli, later adopted by the American scholi'lr Berni'lrd Berenson
who died in 1957. The Morellian method consists in looking at
paintings to tell the difference between fake i'lnd real
paintings. Mr. Robinson would eXi'lmine i'l tiny pi'lrt of the
painting and by examining the tiny deti'lils proof of the forgery
would be revealed. In his opinion the painting entitled "Wheel
of Life" was nowhere an exact copy i'lnd nowhere a g,ood fake due
to inconsistencies in the style.
Syl.l.abic si.qnature

Robinson looked at the documentation, and the syllabic
signature. He examined the provenance (origin) to see if there
was a link back to the artist and determined that there was no'
credible provenance. He testified that he would expect to see
bills of si'lle, gallery receipts and owner's notes. The only
evidence that was provided was that the painting was purchased
from the collection of Jim White who was known to have purchased
paintings from Kahn Auctions. He learned that they purchased the
painting from a private collector in Thunder Bay which Mr.
Robinson testified turned out not to be true.
It was his opinion that the signatures varied tremendously.
6
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He agreed that some paintings in the 90's had syllabic
signatures similar to the subject painting stating that
Morrisseau was not totally consistent in those days.
Signature on the back

He testified that there was never large black dry brush paint on
authentic Norva1 Morrisseau paintings. Whenever Norval
Morrisseau signed he used a regular brush. The dry brush
technique is to dip a brush in a jar of paint, wipe most of the
paint off and use it to produce a signature. He testified that
the back of the "Wheel of Life" painting has a dry brush
signature so that it looks old and faded which is typical of
1970's fakes.
Handwriting

He then exami.ned the handwriting and looked at the title and the
signature and he noted a significant difference in the signature
compared to examples from undisputed sources.
Title

He stated that Morrisseau never painted using all capital
letters in his titles, He would use upper and lower case
letters .
. Style

Robinson testified that the style of the paintings is not
typical of Morrisseau. That he would expect painting in 1979 to
be brighter since Norval Morrisseau used paints directly from
the tube and so colours are less muted and less earth colour.
These were not the colours used in 1979. And yet he agreed that
he had dealt with a sample of paintings that was considerably
smaller than the prolific production of this artist.
7
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Va;J.~at:i.on

Mr. Robinson testified that if the ftWheel of Life u was authentic
that it would sell for between twelve thousand to fifteen
thousand dollars in February 2005.

Wherea~,

if fake worth

nothing but if framed two hundred dollars. I f authentic today
the market value would be between twenty to twenty-five thousant
dollars. He would sell the
twenty to

twenty~three

~ainting

at his gallery for between

to twenty-five thousand dollars. The

value as a fake at trial is zero.

An order was issued excluding Mr. Ritchie Sinclair from the
courtroom pending his testimony.

DONALD ROBINSON
Re sworn
Mr. Robinson corrunented on the Statement of Jim White in a
statutory d.eclaration dated December 6, 2009 set out in Exhibi.t
9. Defendant counsel objected to Mr. Robinson testifying and the
Court ruled in considering the jurisprudence that an expert
witness can testify in regards to his area of expertise as well
as matters that are within his personal knowledge. An expert
witness has the obligation to be truthful and objective in all
of his testimony.

The Court ruled that it would permit Mr. Robinson to testify as
to his personal knowledge and give it the weight that it found
appropriate.

The Court also ruled that it would permit Mr. Ritchie Sinclair
to testify although present on the first day of the trial during
the testimony of other witnesses and apply the same rules and
8
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orders to all witnesses. The Court will assess the credibility
of all witnesses in the normal course.

Robinson testified that during the time that he represented
Morrisseau exclusively which was for 19 years that not one
painting had writing on the back in paint and brush.

Mr. Robinson testified that he assumed that the paintings
attributed to Morrisseau were signed by the family. He had
received a large number of paintings from the Morrisseau family
in Thunder Bay. On February 22, 2002 Christian Morrisseau sent
him paintings which Robinson said were all fakes. He took
photographs of them and returned the paintings to them. He later
noted that the Morrisseau family were selling the same paintings
as well as others on the internet. They made paintings and tried
to sell and distribute them and issued certificates of
authenticity of fake paintings.
On cross-examination, Mr. Robinson agreed that:
Morrisseau made his living selling paintings.
Morrisseau painted over 10,000 paintings in his life and that he
was most prolific in his later years.
Morrisseau moved throughout Ontario and B.C froIT' 1960-1980.
Morrisseau was sometimes in Northern Ontario from 1962-1.981 and
sometimes making paintings and selling them through the Pollock
Gallery.
A significant number. of paintings would be from Northern Ontario
where Norval resided.
It was his opinion that paintings from the 1970's were rare.
Morrisseau suffered from drug addiction, had alcohol problems,
was incarcerated and lived on the streets of Vancouver.
In 1.996 Morrisseau suffered from Parkinson's disease and for a
number of years after took concern for his health and no longer
9
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took drugs, did not smoke and was not intoxicated.
That in the early 1980's Morrisseau had an alcohol problem and
smoked marijuana and suffered a stroke in 1994 and Mr. Robinson
took him to hospital.

Exhibit 16- Report of Donald Robinson dated July 7,2000
Mr.. Robinson agrees that his process was to review seven
considerations in determining the authenticity of painting.
The provenance of the "Circle of Life" was from James White via
Randy Potter-Khan Country Auctions from David Voss. That Randy
Potter told him that he ~urchased paintings directly from
Morrisseau.
Mr. Robinson based his opinion of forgery since a large number
of the paintings came from Khan Country Auctions. He observed
Mr. White at .Khan Country Aucti,ms buy a large number of
paintings. That he agrees that. all the paintings from this
auction are forgeries. "They certainly are!" he said.
In particular he referred to a statement from Mr'. Voss in which
he claims five hundred paintings. Although Mr. Robinson agrees
that paintings were available from Northern Ontario at the time
he testified that he could not agree:
"Q, But he says he got 500, Mr. Rohinson; you see that? .

A. Yes, but we've already had a statement by Randy Potter that" which is in my appendh:" that
he first of all sold over 1,000, or 1,200 I think it was, and then secondly he sold over 2,000 and,
during the early times when these paintings were first appearing on the, at the auction market, I
began - I followed the first 800 and then I gave up following because I realized 800 was just too
many paintings to be suddenly available from one little part of Canada from the '70's."
Page 19 Transcript dated September I, 20 II
"A....there's a massive scale of· it was a massive scale of acquisitions and it's incredible. For
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example my gallery currently specializes in just these types of paintings. older historical. o.lder
paintings with a good providence. and we - routinely when we get paintings consigned tOJS fTom
private people, a lot ofthem from Thunder Bay area and from northern Ontario· iI's routioe thaI
we would receive a lelter with it, a gallery invoIce, other documentation, that if it didn't come
from Norval it came from someone else, but some sort oftrai! and record and providence:s so
important. None oflbese paintings bave any providence whatsoever."
Pages 20.2ITrnnscript dated September 1,2011

In answer to the question: did Norval sign his signature in
English with brush and paint? He testified:
"... almost never did it. Not to my knowledge have 1ever seen it"
Pages 21·22 Transcript dated September II, 20 II

Mr. Robinson's evidence of Morellian analysis of the round
versus elongated eyes in Morrisseau's painting was confusing.
His commentary on colour was also inconsistent.
Exhibit 29- Colour reproduction of painting "Sunset Ceremony"
In reference to the painting "Sunset Ceremony" 1974 p 105, it
was said to appear as a faded yellow orange colour. When Defence
counsel put to him the statement that the colour palette in
"Sunset" is muted as in the painting "Wheel of Life", Robinson
had no answer. Mr. Robinson said that the subject painting has a
muddied look. In other words dull. Mr. Robinson testified that
Morrisseau increased the brightness of paintings by the 1980's.
Then when Robinson was asked to comment on Exhibit 17- a colour
reprOduction of painting of the "Migration" 1973 at page 95, Mr.
Robinson agreed that this painting has the same earth tones but
a different colour palette than the subject painting.
Mr. Robinson agreed that he probably offered for sale Morrisseau
paintings that turned out to be fakes. He also agreed that even
11
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he himself had difficulty assessing the authenticity of
Morrisseau paintings around 1999-2000.

M~.

~obinson

testified that his testimony as an expert witness

in the Whent tax case was on the narrow issue of the appraisal
of Morrisseau paintings and not on authenticity since he relied
on the appraisals of more

expe~iencedappraisers from

the Art

Gallery Association of Canada.

He testified that he observed Norval
difficulty telling

whethe~ o~

Mo~~isseau

himself having

not his own painting was a fake.

"A. Well then, I have evidence. I watched him; I've been aware of his looking at paintings in the past, .

not this particular one, and I've been aware that Norval sometimes had difficulty just to tell you
whether a fake painting was really his, because it might be quite close in style, or if it's a fake. So this
is, this almost certainly would be one of the ones that Norvallooked at and said, "I'm not sure about
this" and very likely then he was advised not to submit a statement saying he, he was sure.
Q. You're just speculating; you don't know?

A. I, I've seen evidence of him doing that in the past; sometimes not being able to, not being sure
whether a painting is, was really his or whether it was by somebody else. It's pretty obvious; at least it
is to me; that if he wasn't sure he wouldn't say he was."
Page 49 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

The

Cou~t

concludes that authentication by the

was at times

a~tist

himself

inco~~ect.

Although Morrisseau told Mr. Robinson the names of the persons
involved in the forgeries. Mr. Robinson did not write them down
since he had no evidence to back up his claims.

"A. Well, I didn't write them down and I had no evidence whatsoever to back up his claims. He

did mention people, apprentices. So I didn't do anything with them because I had no, no
evidence and no reason to believe - I had nothing to b"ck him up,"
Page 52 Transcript dated February 23, 2012
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Mr. Robinson also agreed that Morrisseau could' have had memory
problems during the years 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and certainl'(
in 2007.
"Q. So he was starting to have memory problems, wasn't he?
A. He may have.
Q. He could have had memory problems in '03, '04, '05, '06, certainly in

'on

A. He could have.
Q. You saw him..

A. It could be.
Q .... in

those years?

A. The, there's two possible explanations; he had a rnamory failure or he wasn't sure of the style.

Q. Well, but what I'm confused about is he was so sure it was a fake when he, in May of 2001,
told you it was fake.
A. Well, you know, Norval was getting sick somewhere around this time and
Q. ... So YOU'll agree with me that he started to fade in his ability to talk as he move.d towards

2006; correct?

A. Yes."
Page 56 Transcript dated February 23,2012

Mr. Robinson also agreed that Morrisseau could have been
inconsistent in his identification of fakes. For eX<llllple Norval
Horrisseau signed a st<ltutory declaration dated April 24, 2003(See Exhibit 31) listing thirty seven works as fakes and
illlitations with photocopy of painting.
"Q.

So it's olear, yOU'll agree, he's very inoonaistent in what he says ia real and what he says is fake?

A. Well...
Q. ian't that true?

A. .... omewhat inconsistent. I mean, It was a large volume of paintings hore, which, in my eyes, there's a large number here
that are in fact very consistent, but there are some that 'aren't.
Q. Well, we don't heve the evidence relating to all the paintings and where they are, right, to be able to - there aren't other
catalogues with them In them where he's made com~entary;

ri~ht?

All we have is wha.t we have?

A. Yes.
Q. But you're seeing that he couldn't got It right a number of times; Isn't tMt correct?

A. Well, you know, again, I have to repeat what I aaid before; I, it ISn't necessarily eo that he dldn.'t get ~ right. What I'm sayln;,
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is he may, he may weH, for example, have when unsure whether it was his or, or it was similar to something and he just wasn't

sure, I do know from talking to Michele Vadas and Gabe Vadas in the past that there were instances where, they told ma that
Norval had looked at some paintings and he wasn't sure so they omitted it. They did, they did tell me that.

A, ,,,but he's able to, I believe he was fUlly able to identify a paintIng when he was shown a real painting in front of him, He

knew right away whether he painted or not.
Q,

Okay, Was he shown Wheel of Life, to the best of your knowledge?

A. Not to my knowledge."

Pages 74·75 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

The Court finds it highly irregular that Morrisseau the artist
himself was unable to identify his own art. Mr. Robinson
testified that he would not be surprised that Morrisseau would
sign a certificate of authenticity to make someone happy as
stated by Christian Morrisseau in a blog. This raises even more
doubt in the view of the Court as to the reliability of
Morrisseau.

Mr. Robinson farther testified that he agreed that Morrisseau
was unpredictable in general.

R.SINCLAIR-EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF
Mr. Ritchie Sinclair's testified that he commenced his
employment with Norval Morrisseau late in 1979, three quarters
(3/4) of the way through the year. He painted periodically with
Morrisseau. The "Wheel of Life" was dated February 1979,and so
there was ample opportunity for Morrisseau to pa.int "Wheel of
Life" prior to Sinclair coming on the scene in August 1979.

In fact it appears that their dealings were more independent:
"A. No, we weren't tied at the hip or anything; it was, it was a fluid lifestyle; we had multiple places at the

same time....

Q. Together?
A. Not together; more like comrades on the path; artists doing their thing, you know, so I mean, I could, I
could down in Toronto working in the studio for a few days and then meet up. I mean, basically that's,

14
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that's what it, we crossed like this for 20 years. The last time he painted with me we stayed. in his, my
place in 1999"
Page 127 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

The Court finds that Mr. Ritchie Sinclair was not impartial or
objective for the reason that there is a civil action against
him by Donna Child who is the defendant in this action as well
as by Joseph McLeod, and several other people, including James
White, White Distribution Limited. And Sinclair had been refused
gallery time by Child and had been charged with assault by
McLeod.
His methodology in identifying forgeries is clearly inadequate
and suspect since he testified that he does not even view the
original paintings before condemning them as fakes:
"Q. And your whole 1,000 or so of paintings that yOU put up there they come from cutting and
pasting from other places on the Internet; correct?
A. Dh yeah, pretty welL."

Page 136 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

Moreover his accuracy in identifying paintings by Morrisseau is
suspect due to his admission that he himself made mistakes in
identifying the paintings of Morrisseau. Indeed Sinclair
admitted that Morrisseau had painted "maybe 2,000 paintings"
prior to his meeting him so he was unable to account for all of
the paintings and did not have as an extensive knowledge of the
artist as reported by him.

15
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DEFENCE EVIPENCE
MS. PONNA CHILD
EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF
Ms. Donna Child testified that she worked as.an employee for 16
years and as the gallery director for Artworld of Sherway. She
confirmed that the correct legal name of the company is Artworld
Inc. doing business as Artworld of Sherway. The Defendant's namEl
was amended to reflect the correct name. The Court finds that
there was no basis for a claim against Ms. Donna Child
personally since she worked as an employee and accordingly the
Plaintiff's claim against her is dismissed.

The Defendant, Artworld Inc. has an important interest in
promoting and maintaining the authenticity of the paintings that
it sells since it is in the business of selling art. To fail to
do so would be fatal to its business reputation.

Although Ms. Child testified that Artworld has 800-900

painting~.

in its collection, only 25 to 30 paintings are by Norval
Morrisseau, less than five percent of its total collection.
She testified that her gallery sold between 100 to 110
Morrisseau paintings over a period of approximately 16 years.

Mr. Donald Robinson testitied that the market value of the
"Whe"el of Life" was between $20,000 to $25,000.00 dollars. By
extrapolation using one-quarter of this value say $5,000
multiplied by the number of paintings produced by Morrisseau say
10,000 it becomes very clear that the value of art produced by
Morrisseau could easily attain $50,000,000.00 dollars. Given the
considerable amount at issue it is of no surprise to this Court
that art dealers such as Robinson and Artworld seek to present
16
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themselves as reputable art dealers.
"A. It's my belief that there was an attempt tQ manipulate and control the art market for Norval Morrisseau's paintings,
and they did that by putting a seed of doubt in collectors' minds that paintings that were being sold through certain
galleries were not authentic. And they did that in order to get a strangle-hold on the market for themselves.
Q. What's happened to the secondary market ofMorrisseau paintings?

A. It's virtually flat right now. Very few sales.
Q. And, in your opinion as a gallery owner, is it the result ofthe accusations related to these paintings?
A. It absolutely is."
Page 170 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

It is her view that there was a struggle to control the art market
between the Norval Morrisseau family and approximately 40
galleries across the country and Gabe Vadas and Don Robinson.
That more than 1,000 painting:;; were corning on the market through
the Potter auctions and flooding the market at prices that were
considerably less than Robinson's gallery.

It is her belief that Morrisseau was ill at the time of the
affidavit and was controlled by Gabe Vadas and Don Robinson.
It was her evidence that it was very common knowledge that
Morrisseau lived on the streets; that he gave his paintings away
for alcohol, for drugs, for accommodations, for anything so that
receipt books would not have been provided to confirm the
provenance of his work.

Ms. Child testified that she relied On the appraisal of Joe McLeod
to authenticate nWheel of Life H because of his long association
with the artist and his knowledge of his work.

That at the

relevant time of the appraisal he was a certified appraiser but
that he left when he was told to no longer do appraisals and was
no longer a member of the Art Dealers Association of Canada.
Counsel also agreed that Joe Bremner also provided an appraisal.
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Ms. Child testified that the day following the CBC. documentary,
Michele Vadas contacted her and told her that the paintings that
were offered for sale were fake. Child then contacted Jim

Whi~e

and learned that the painting had come from the collection of
Dieter Voss, <In employee of the j<lil in Kenora where Morrisseau
was in jail. She stated that Morrisseau's incarceration while
painting in jail was common knowledge and mentioned in Jack
Pollock's book.
Child testified that it was her understanding that Randy PottElr
had advised that the paintings had come from David Voss, the Bon
of Dieter Voss. White spoke with David Voss and confirmed that' the
paintings that he had consigned to potter Auctions were from his
father's collection and he was now selling some of the collection.
She stated that Dieter Voss could not remember exactly how he
acquired the painting in terms of whether he acquired it from
another gallery or he acquired it directly from Norval Morris!eau
since it was a long time ago.

Ms. Child's opinion of the authenticity was further supported by
the report of the forensic examination by Dr. Singla.

MR. WILFRED DAVID CHARLES MORRISEAU
EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

Mr. Wilfred (Wolf) David Charles Morrisseau testified in a clear
and convincing, straightforward and unassuming manner about his
brother. He did not embellish or exaggerate and the Court finds
him to be an entirely credible witness, notwithstanding his
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criminal record which is rather dated and for which he received
probation.
In testifying he has the opportunity to relate his personal dealings
with his brother and to be completely impartial and unbiased since
he had no financial interest in the result.
"Q. Do you yourself today own any Morrisseaupaintings?

A. No 1do not.
Q. Do you yourselftoday have any interest tnthe Morrisseau foundations? Does any money

come to you as a result of the sale of any of your brother's paintings?
A. No, nothing comes to me."
Page 103 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

The Court finds that this witness has direct personal knowledge
of his brother's painting and explains his lifestyle and the
method of production of paintings.
"Q. And can you tell

US

where Norval was living in the '70s?

A. My brother lived in a lot of different places. The most he usually would stay is about six months at o~e

particular place.
Q. In the '70s how much time did you spend living with him?

A. I would often, I would have to say maybe three to four years.
Q. Can you tell us in those three or four years what sort of places you were living?
A. Well, 1guess the, the best place that he had was this, clos. to Markham, he had a 40-room SplUlish villa, and 1

know because 1washed every one ofth.· floors in that room (sic).
We, he lived in Toronto her. also; he had an apartment. I didn't live with him here but 1,1 stayed at the o"h'r
place. He lived in Winnipeg, Thunder Bay.

Q. But did yOu live with him in these places?
A. Yes, 1lived with him in Winnipeg; a place called Royal Dragoon; plus when we were on the streets we stayed
in an abandoned house, and he stayed in another abandoned house down the street from where 1would Slf.y.

Q. Can you say how much time he spent on the streets when you were with him?
A. 1would have to say at least maybe 30 percent because he always had a place to go; he knew SO many people
and he was never short of really finding a place.
Q. And, in this time that you're discussing, was Norval painting?
A. Yos he was.

Q. SO how often did he paint?
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A. He was driven to paint. He had to paint constantly and he painted on anything that he could apply paint to.

Q. Can you give us examples of what things you saw that he painted on?
A. Cardboard, turtle shells, glass, rocks but callvas was his, his favourite medium.

Q. And are yon able to say that, in this timeframe of dIe '70s, are yon able to tell US in your approximation, and 1

realize it can only be an approximation, how many paintings he would have painted?
A. In the time that I was with him T would have to say at least 3,000. That would be at least; it's probably more
than that.
Q. Are you able to say how many paintings you personally witnessed him paint?

A. There was so many; I could not honestly say exactly how many.

Q. Okay, but in just giving the Court a general idea would it be hundreds'!
. A. I would say, yeah, close to the thousands because you have to understandthe way.he painted; he didr,'t sit
down and just do one painting and then go On from there. He did 40, 50, 60 paintings at a time; he would line
them all up and sometimes, ifhe had a really, really good idea, he'd wake up and he would take a, a canv,," and
black paint and do the outline fITS!, and then he would fill in the colours.
But if he was doing a painting that didn't move him so much he would draw, draw it out first, then put in all the
colours and then do with the black outline, and then this is why when you flip the paint over the last brush that he
used was usually the black outline, and this is why he signed his name in English on the back of his paintings."
Pages 99·100 Transcript dated February 24,2012

He testified that he told his brother to sign the paintings .on the
back in English so that his art would be recognized outside of
Canada. This testimony of signing in English on the back was good
common sense advice which has the ring of truth since the syllabic
script on the front of his paintings of Indian name Ozaawaabikobinesi, meaning Copper Thunderbird, was unknown to the general
public. This would increase the recognition of his brother's work
on the international scene.

"Q. Okay, and did you see

nim sign paintings?

A. Yes, T saw him sign paintings. In fact I was the one who helped him to sign his English name on the back of
his artwork, and my reasoning behind that was the fact that, I told him, I said, "If you sell your paintings in
Canada and you have the, the syllabies on there, people that are familiar in Canada with your work will
automatically recognize that signature, but iftnat painting goes overseas, to Japan, to, to any other country,
they're not going to have a clue what that is. But if you sign your English name

00

the back you can go ont to

Timbuktu and you'll fl.nd someone who speaks English." And I said, "Therefore you will be given- you'll be

known more."
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Pagel03 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

Nor does he limit the type of materials used to sign, which would be
expected if he were trying to exaggerate his testimony to bolster
his reliability.
"Q. Okay. Now, when you said you saw your brother sign the back of the paintings can you tell me the mediums
he used to sign on the back?
A. He used whatever was at hand because he ran out of paint and be'd grab a pencil Or he'd grab a crayon or, you
know, he'd a piece of soot; J Saw him do it with a, with a charcoal one day."
Page 104 Transcript dated February 23, 2012

Moreover he confirms that he himself

wa~

present during the

painting of at lea~t one thousand painting~ and that they were
signed on the back in black paint.
Hi~

testimony of his

per~onal

observation of the colours used

and the manner of signature by his brother was entirely
believable.
"Q. Then when you look at the front ofthe painting does it strike you, from your experience·ofseeing, I guess,
close to 1,000 of paintings by your brother, to be a painting that was painted by your brother?
A. Yes, J would.

Q. llook at the various colours on here and 1 want to know, are any of the colours on this painting something
that you would consider unusual colours for your brother to use?
A. No I would not because he used whatever was at hand and, sometimes, if the colour didn't match he would
use another colour, It didn't matter as long as the painting itselfgot out.

Q. But when he signed his name on the back ofthe paintings what specific name would he use; how wou:!d he
si!\ll?
A. He would sign, "Norval Morrisseau".

Q. Would he ever, at least the ones you witnessed, just put his initial and 'Morrisseau'?
A. The Only ones that he did that were his very, very first paintings and if you would look at, there's a large book,
it's white, and if you look at his first original works his works are not signed 'CopperThunderbird' or in syllabics;
it's just 'N-M'.

Q. Did he have a preferred colour for his paintings?
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A. No, he loved all the colours.
Q. I've noticed on the paintings that I've Seen in the books they all have this black outlines; do all of tlNm have

the black outline?
A. Yes; that gives it the Woodland Style. That's why they called that, the style, the Woodland Style.. ."
Pages 106·107 Transcript dared February 23, 2012

Of critical relevance to the issue of provenance is Wilfred
Morriseau's direct evidence of relationship with his brother
Norval and the criminal justice system. The

spec~al

accommodation provided to Norval Morrisseau to paint whj,le
serving his sentence.
"A. Well, he waS quite decadent; he enjoyed the luxuries of life. He didn't really care about what
anybody said or did; he just did what he thought was right. His alcoholism was quite detrimental
to him and his health.
Page 107 Transcript dated February 23, 2012
A. Well, yes; I do have one experience where I had to actually have him incarcerated by the local

constabulary in ...

Q. Where was that?
A. Kenora, Ontario.

Q. Do you know rougWy when that was'
A. Seventy -late '70s, I'd have to say; maybe be seventy - early '76 ifthatwas the date. I'd

have to get the records

from~

from the police in, in Kenora.

Q. Okay, and they would....

A. They would have a record of il.
Q. Can you tell us what happened?

A. We were both living across the lake from the actual jail, and he had a house that he was renting
and we were staying there, and I was keeping it clean and doing what I was supposed to do, and
then I had to go, I was in school at Beaver Brae High School in Kenora.
And then I came home one day and he had gone downtown; he had made a huge sale of artwork
and he dragged probably every Aboriginal pcrson that drank from downtown and he had a party.
And I came home; I was quite upset and I tolel him in no uncertaio terms that these people that he
was partying with did not rcally Care for him, and they're maldng a mess and they're bein~,
disrespectful.
So [trieel my bcst to show them the door. Well. they all got very upset with me so I called the, the
local police torce and they charged him with mischief and....
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Q. Charged who with mischief?
A. My oldest brother...

Q. M'hmm.
A.... fof going out and gelling people drunk for no reason, I guess; I mean, a reason, yOIL need a
reason to party.

Q. And what did they do with him?
A. They put him in jail. He was, he was such a likeable fellow that they would not lock his cell.
He slept in one cell and they, they, tbey brougbt him, tbe Police Association bought him a buneb
of canvas and tbey put it all in a cell beside him, and be was able to walk around and paint. For
about four months he was in there.

Q. And how do you know that; where you there?
A. Yes, I was there.

Q- Oid you visit him in jail?
A. Yes I did and he thanked me after. He says, "Thank you, my brother, for putting me in, inhere
because if you had not maybe I would have burned the house down or somebody could huve got
hurt in a bad way.
Q. What did he do with the paintings that be made in the jail?
A. Well, that, that is a mystery 'cause I went back to tbe jail and I, and [tried to do some
homework to find out what the aiee pOlice officers did with his works and, apparently, th"y
absconded with them.
Ifthat's not the case then maybe something else happened because they had no record ofwhete
those paintings went."

Pages 109"110 Ttaascript dated February 23,2012

On cross-examination, Mr. Wilfred Morrisseau testified that seme
eighty percent (80%) df the paintings wete signed on the back with
black paint. More importantly that he saw his brother sign with
his own eyes.

MR. KEVIN COTT

EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

Kevin Scott testified that he purchased a Norval Morrisseau
painting after being assured by Ritchie Sinclair that it was 100%
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authentic. That he paid about $27,000 dollars. That the back of
the painting is signed in black dry brush paint. And that he Nas
surprised.. to learn that Sinclair now considered it to be a fake.
MR. JOSEPH McLEOD:
EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

Joseph McLeod testified that he dealt with Morrisseau on a
business basis over an extensive period purchasing about fifty
paintings and eventually as artist in residence at Seneca
college while he McLeod was artistic director of their galleries
and theatre. He testified as an expert on behalf of the
government of canada and was retained by various museums to
prepare appraisals. He appeared to be especially knowledgeable
about Morrisseau.
It is common ground that he provided one of the appraisals of
nWheel of Life" which he initially appraised as an authentic
Morrisseau at $9,000.00 dollars and testified in court that its
current value was $25,000.00 dollars. In his view the signature
on the back in black dry brush was not unusual at that time ..
It was his evidence that he received the painting nWheel .of
Life" from Jim White and McLeod'.s testimony provides further
confirmation of the care taken to establish the provenance of
the nWheel of Life":
"A. Well, I, r get a lot ofthings. Number one, we had a forensic expert check the sign"ture on the
back. Number two, I tracked Morrisseau, to find out wbere be was at that particular time. If you
look at these paintings it came cllrough the auction house, you'l1 fmd that they're directly alter
Norvallefthis family in '75. There are a few before that hut he was gone out ofRed Lake. His
family stayed

OIl McKen~ie

Island. and he moved off to. bOlh, Kenora and he was frequently, al

that time, in jan. And the person who brought the paintings to Potter Auction was a man whose
father was a jail. he, he took care of the jail. And, in fact. it was known that they had two cells.
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One for Norva!to paint and one for Norvalto live. And he was also given day passes. And so he
was painting then while incarcerated in Kenora, and they insisted too, that he sign the bark as well
as the front. The front is Cree syllabics, and it reads, Copper Thunderbird. The back is his
signature in English. And so I traced where he was at that time. What he was likely doing and
then I had a forensic expert look at the back, and then I came back to those things that I t"lked to
you about. Why Norval Morrisseau did what. And one of them, certainly, was Potan
Nanakonagos telling the boy the .toties of h.is mythology."

Q. Okay, so let's slow up t()t a second. When assessing the authemicity ofthe paiming, one Mthe

things you said is you had sigmtture checks. Can you explain that?
A. I hired a forensic expeit who took signatures by Norval Morrisseau on prims, on other
paintings. on letters that he wrote to my wife. On all

50)1$

of sources, and he investigated lM

signature and al.o the grammatic [<ic} errors in the titles, and. also the spoiling

"rr1lr~,

And almost

everything that's written on the back of the painting. And the forens.ic expelt came back aud said,
what he said. And I said, ean.'t you be mOTe clear. And he said, the only way I could be Clearer is
if 1 was standing next to Norval wh.ile he signed the paintillg. And so I wasn't there, but if 1 'vas
called to court, his opinion was that was the signature ofNorval Mon'isseall onlhe back. The
Cree syllabics on the f)'OIll he didn't have much to say abollt il"

Pages 22-23 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

"Q. Okay, and the Cree Syllabics on then'ont, to your knowledge, are those on every Morrisseall
p~inting?

A. I can't say tbat, but tnat was his routine. His rouline was, Norval did not speak Cree. HalTiet.
his wife and her fa,nily had knowledge of Cree, and so it was

Harri~twho told

him how to sign the

paper. The name, Copper Tlmnderbird. COmes from the fact dlat where they live there we:"e all
these h.igh wire things and they used to see the wind going through. And so they decided, and.

01'

a Shaman told them that he should USe the word copper thunderbird. And those, I'm told, ,re the
Cree syllabics of his name."

Page 23 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

He demonstrates a superior depth of knowledge of Morrisseau and
provides his personal interpretation of the meaning of the
painting "Wheel of Life". In his opinion the brown colour
palette employed in "Wheel of Life" was representative of
25
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Morrisseau's choice of paint at that time based upon the
artist's use of brown craft paper.
"Q. So why don't you explain

[Q

the court. from your under~;tanding. what the story is

.ill thi~

palnting?

A. It's an older man, maybe POlan, a Shaman. Maybe Norval, teachIng a chfld, perhaps Christian.
or perhaps Norval himself: And so it's an older man who's wise. intelligent, and the t111mderbird
comes right through the middle of the painting over the child's head, in circles that he spliLS. He's
dealing with the animism of the idea of yin and yang; male and female; negative, positive. And so
it', a pertect

SOlt

of symbol of basic lesson being laught by Norva!. Also, because of the 11atness

of his, and the lack of, you know,

per~pective,

He cuts the canvas in a number of ways that are,

may be jarring but at the sume time they complex the painting

~othat

you've got that brownish

colour there. 'rhe green colour in the bottom and then the brown colour at Lhe top. And he's
enriching the painting by taking that attitude. And Lhat', one of the things that I mentioned bel'ore
about Norval showing liS a different way oflooking, which made him imp0l1anL

Q. And the

u~e

of, r<\r example, I guess it's a kind of a beige-ishy {sic] tone in the centre of the

canvas. Was that lIIlusual'? Was that an unusual colour'?
A. He spenL half of his original time painting on parchment. We uscd to bling him paper, cl'aft
paper from the paper mill, which was great big t11ick brown paper, and he would take itard a lot
of hi~ really highly prized paintings, the ones that are the most expensive; the most authentIc; the
most early, are on brown craft paper. That's it.

Q, When y\)U say, that's it. what - you're referring to the colour'?
A. Yeah, he's referring - he's painting back too: he's remembering. Certainly latcr; Morrisscau's
work became blighter and brighter and brighter. Sometimes instigated by the gallery. In I:he
beginning, whet! he travelled with Selwyn Dewdney, and travelled through Lac Seul, and on
Nipigon, and they were looking for the pictographs. They were looking at paintings th",t f'ley
found painted on stone and the pigment wa~ mud and bear fat. And so, in the beginning, the
paintings were brown, brown, brown, brown, brown and black. And that was fhe only col,ouT.
And so Selwyn also told him; don't put bikes in there. No aero planes, Stick to the content .of.
Make sure you know what you're doing. And so, all of that was part of his preparation (0 become
a painter. And so, the colour combination~ that you see in the painting are highly differem than
the paintings he was doing later and, or before. And to complain about how he painted is like
complaining about, you know, Picasso had a blue period, and then he had a period where he
fractured everything. And then he had a period - so as painters develop they change their Myle."
Pages 25-26 Transcript dated June 4, 2012
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It was moreover his opinion that forging Morrisseau paintings in
the 1970's didn't make sense since the paintings were not
selling:
"Q. And when you say he wasn't selling, in what period are you talking about?

A. The 1970's. I mean, I'm - when I say he wasn't selling. He was selling a painting anel he was
struggling. Financially, he was broke. His family was living on flour. He didn't havean;1 money.
He had to move trom place to place because he'd run out of customers who would buy. And so
Norval was a vagabond with a bunch of hangers on. And he was having a very difficu.lt time
living. And so for someone to choose him to forge, it's just economically unsound."
Page 34 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

Regarding the affidavit referenced as Exhibit 16 at tab 7, his
testimony clarifies the confusion regarding the various
affidavits purportedly signed by Morrisseau.
"A. I replied to them, and I pointed out that a good portion of them could not be factual and were

not in my gallery. I also reported to them that they - lists were garbled and they changed them.
And they contracted them, and then they made another one. And so, there were numerou,
contractions and changes and improvements and that kind of thing. Alld so, yes it happen~d, and
there was considerable confusion between what you're now implying and what actually happened.
It was a mess.l~

Page 54 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

He takes issue with the validity of the signatures and states
categorically that the printed signature on one of the
affidavits is not Morrisseau's signature leading to his
conclusion that this signature was forged.

"Q. I'd like you to look at page three ofthis statutory declaration.

A. Yes.

Q. And yOU see where it says the fourth painting listed here is Wheel of Life?
A. Yes.

Q. And you see down below there's a signature, Norval MOrtiSSeau, ...
A. It is not his signature.
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Q. That's not his signarure?
A. No.
Q. SO somebody forged that?

A. You look at it and look at the other signature. This is not Norval Morrisseau's signature. It's a
printed, Norval, he never signed his name like tha!."

Page 57 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

His dealings with Ritchie Sinclair were extremely unpleasant i.md
resulted in the laying of criminal charges against Mr. Sinclair
for harassment.

MR. MARt,OW GORING

EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

Marlow Goring testified that he has owned a gallery for fourteen
years in

Be and first met Norval Morrisseau in 1979 when he

attended at his U-Frame it store in Vancouver to have SOme
paintings framed. After framing the paintings Norval Morrisseau
returned to sign the paintings on t~e back in black dry brush
paint:
"A. He was having them framed - he was having a show at Marion Scott Art Gallery.

Q, And did you personally see those paintings?
A. Yes I did.

Q. And were they signed on the back?
A. Yes they were.
Q. In what way were they signed on the back?

A. In black. In brush.
Q. And do yon know what kind of paint it was?

A. No. It was a black paint brushed on with a, his signature and the date, as , recall."
Page 79 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

Goring viv.idly remembered the artist signing in black due to the
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blue coffee container in which the artist carried the paint:
"A. Yeah, after we had stretched them and framed them, he was to pick them up on a Saturday.
He came in, as I recall, late on Friday as. we were closing the store, and he was carrying a Chase
and Sandborn Coffee container.
Q. What's Chase and Sandborn?

A. It's a. it's a coffee with a • it's a blue - I rememher it because it was a good coffee back in the
day, and it was - he was standing outside the stUre with a brush and the paint - and the coffee tin
with paint in it. And so we let him in and he said, .I have to sign the back ofthe pieces fa]' the
show tomorrow, so I need time for it to dry.

Q. All right, and did he, in fact, sign the paintings?
A. Yes he did. He came in. We took the pieces and leaned them up against the wall with the
pieces to the wall, and took the paint and signed and dated each of them."

Page 81 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

He testified that in 2.D06 Gabe Vadas told him that all of his 3:1
paintings by Morrisseau were fakes but offered to supply him
with new paintings,
"A. By all means. We were having a show of Norval Morrisseau's work. I think we had about 35
pieces and Gabe Vadas came into the gallery and told me that all tbe pieces that I had on the wall
were fake."
Pages 82-83 Transcript dated June 4, 20.12
"And he said, well he could look after me with some new pieces. And I was like, oh, okay.
Well, and I'm still playing along with this. So, he drove up two days later in his van and he
said he had something to show me. And it was an Indian summer, it was a hot, hot day.
Q. Can you describe what you saw?

A. Yeah, I'll neVer tbrget it. He was strapped into a wheelchair in the back ofa cargo van. His
head was slumped over like this.

Q. When you say 'like this', you have to indicated for the record...
A.Oh...

Q

what you mean.

A

his - it looked like he had no muscle control in his neck and he was slumped in his chair,

head offto the right side, and he had crumbs all over his sweater that he was wearing and he was
drooling.
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Q. Okay, and did you say anything to him?
A. I was shocked. I said, oh my God, I think, was the first thing I said, and I said, hi Norval, how
are you. I mean - and there wa; no recognition whatsoever. Andhe would have recogni2ed had
he been of, you know, clear mind, I think."

Pages 84 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

He offered to show the paintings to Gabe Vadas to determine if
they were forgeries in the presence of the RCMP and wrote him a
letter to that effect but he never responded.
"And we WIote Gabe Vadas a letter stating that ifhe canle to gallery after hours and could. prove
to us that any piece was fake that we would give it to him. "

Page 84 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

DR. A. KUMAR SINGLA
EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

41.
He examined the signatures on eleven paintings of which one was
"Wheel of Life" and compared them to nine known sigo"l,tures of
Norval Morrisseau referenced at pages one to three of his report
dated August 24, 2010 which was filed as Exhibit 42.
The front and back of the painting "Wheel of Life" with the
distinctive brush black signature of Norval Morrisseau on the back
with a magnified photograph of the signature of Norval Morrisseau
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and the year 1979 referenced as Signature Qll are set out on
Ilustrative Chart #3la. On the following page appears the
magnified signature of Norval Morrisseau with fourteen comments.
After a detailed technical analysis of the signature on the back
of each of the paintings he concludes in his report that:
'"1.1t is highly probable thattha writar of the knovm signatllres K I to K9 did write the
questioned signatures QI to QI I..'
Page 5, Expert Report of Dr. Cingla dated August 24, 2010 Exhibit 42

He testified that:
'"A. In my opinion it is highly probable that the writer of known sipmtures [Norval Morrisseau]

signed the signature in question on the back of pain.ting."
Page 108 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

In testimony he added that the possibility that an alternative
hypothesis is true is considered to be very unlikely.
Based upon his testimony and his detailed forensic report
referenced at exhibit 42, the Court finds as a fact that the
painted black dry brush signature on the back of the painting
Wheel of Life is that of Wilfred Morrisseau.
MR. JAMES WHITE
EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

James White is the owner of White Distribution Inc., a company
engaged in the buying and selling of art. He testified that over
the years he had purchased about one hundred and eighty paintings
selling about eighty to hold one hundred. And that everyone of the
paintings sold had the d+y black brush signature on the back. That
he consigned paintings and reproductions to Artworld of Sherway
including The Wheel of Life, which

he

purchased at Potter Auctions

in 2004. That over the years he had many paintings authenticated
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by Joe McLeod, Paul Bremner and Marlow Goring. He purchased 2]
paintings at the auction and was told by Don Robinson to keep them
very well insured. Later after sending them to Robinson he was
told that they were fakes based upon Robinson's assertion that he
had sent photographs of the paintings to Morrisseau.

Due to the controversy he took further steps to
determine if the paintings were authentic and obtained appraioials
from McLeod and Bremner and had a forensic analysis by Brian
Lindblom of Ottawa. White concluded that they were authentic
Morrisseaus. He also made further enquiries:

"Q. All right, and have you ever talked with, either of, Dieter Voss or David Voss?
. A. Yes, I discovered from Randy Potter where the paintings cllJl1e from. From Thunder Bay,
from a gentleman by the nllJl1e of David Voss. I contacted David Voss to ensure myselt; firstly,
that Randy was, just, teUing me the truth, wh ieh he was. J talked maybe six, seven times with
David Voss as to who he was, where he was. He explained to me that Norval Morrisseau had
often stayed with the family. Lived in their garage and that his father knew him very. very well
over the years. I, in fact, acquired from his father, Dieter Voss, two pain.tings, which wer,·
accompanied by a sworn affidavit from Mr. Voss, indicating that he had watched Norval sign
these paintings and that he had watched Norval paint these paintings. "
Page 151 Transcript dated June 4, 2012

White places little reliance on the affidavit evidence of
Morrisseau due to a number of factors, Morrisseau's propensity to
lie about the authorship of his paintings, the conflicting
affidavit evidence of Morrisseau about paintings being forgeries,
and his Parkinson's disease which profoundly affected his ability
to corrununicate:

"A. I'm telling you that Norval MOITisseau, in February of2005, was in a wheelchair with hiS
tongue hanging out. Could not speak, much less hire a lawyer, much less direct a lawyer t" do
anything.

Q. SO you knew all of that for a fact?
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A. VesT did.

Q. And you're a doctor sir?
A. No I'm no!. I'm the man who took Norval's SOn to see him and who was refused admittance

because Gab. Vadas said, no one gets to see him. Not the family. not anyone. He did get to see
him. Pictures were taken. Norval is sitting in the wheelchair with his tongue hanging out. He's
sitting with his son. His son is holding his hand and crying hecause his father cannot even
recognize him. That's why."
Page 180 Transcript dated June 4. 2012

He further testified that Jack Pollock, Morrisseau's first
representative in his book "Letters to M" told Morrisseau to sign
in black acrylics to identify his paintings.

Moreover, White believes that Sinclair has destroyed the market
for Morrisseau paintings by publishing approximately 1000 images
of Morrisseau paintings on his website, which he says are fake.

White provided documentation supporting the purchase of the "Wheel
of Life" to his attorney:
"1 have certainly provided documentation that I purchased the painting nOm Potter Auctic'ns.
provided a letter fi'om Randy Potter, who agreed that it came from his auction. 1provided a letter
trom David Voss, who said yes, [believe that [supplied that painting to Randy Potter, ye~;."
Page I82 Transcript dated June 4. 2012

He categorically and strongly denied a conspiracy to sell fakes.

"Q. [put it to you also that the paintings that you are selling through them are paintings you know

are fakes, and that you have an arrangement with these persons in order to create certificates of
authenticity so you Can sell the fakes?
A. Might [gather myself for a moment. That the braslmess of that comment leaves me
speechless. [fyou're looking for a direct answer, I know of no fakes.that 1have ever putctlased or
tried to sell. Ijust find it amazing that you would say such a thing?
Q. SO the answer's no?

A. If that answer means no, I do not sell fake Morrisseau's, the answer is no."
Page 176 Transcript dated June 4, 2012
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Mr. White testified that he provided documentation in support of the
provenance consisting of a letter from Randy Potter who he statE!d
agreed that the painting came from his auction and from David Voss
who confirmed that he believed that he supplied the painting to the
auction. He agreed it obvious that a favourable decision would
increase his revenues.

MR. RITCHIE SINCLAIR
EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF

Mr. Ritchie Sinclair testified in reply that it was his opinion that
Wolfe Morrisseau, Christian Morrisseau, Eugene Morrisseau, Benji
Morrisseau and Gary Lamonte were all involved in producing fake
paintings.
"Q. Now, it's just so un-credible I had to ask it again. So, the six artists, they painted all these
paintings that are Palter Auction, with the black brush strokes on lhe haek, that's your story, right?
A. There are others too. Most of them were paid with drugs, but there are...

Q. With drugs?
A. ...others too.
Q. They were paid with drugs?

A. Paid with drugs"
Page 201 Transcript dated Jnne 4, 2012

ANAIoYS:IS

The Court has considered in excess of some 750 pages of testimony
over five days of hearing and reviewed the exhibits and considered
the detailed written submissions of counsel.

The Court finds that there is overwhelming evidence that Norval
Morrisseau signed paintings in black brush paint. The eye witness
testimony of his brother Wilfred Morrisseau who lived with him for
substantial periods of time in the NOrth and elsewhere and who saw
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him sign in black brush paint is convincing and credible.
The testimony of Marlow Goring supports his testimony in regards to
the practise of the artist signing paintings in black bruSh. Wilfred
Morrisseau's testimony that his brother painted while in jail and
his explanation of his brother's decadent lifestyle and his carefree
attitude to life provides a cogent explanation for the lack of
receipts to document the provenance. The Court adopts Wilfred
Morrisseau's testimony that his brother painted a significant number
of paintings en masse and it is therefore reasonable to conclude
that his production was in the thousands.

The testimony of Mr. Joseph McLeod is indicative of his care and the
detailed efforts to confirm provenance, including the hiring of a
forensic expert to examine the signature on the back of the painting
indicate that he took his role to provide appraisals seriously. His
testimony of the origin of the Cree syllabic signature, the name
Copper Thunderbird and his interpretation of the painting "Wheel of
Life u demonstrates his depth of knowledge of the painter due to his
lengthy association with the artist. His explanation of the brown
more muted colour of the painting compared to the brighter later
paintings is credible when considered in the context of pictographs
near Lac Seul and in Nipigon where Morrisseau lived and likely the
inspiration of the earlier paintings. Such pictographs were also
known to exist in the Petroglyphs near Peterborough where Morrisseau
formerly resided.

The Defendants acted reasonably in obtaining one of two appraisals
from Mr. Joseph McLeod to authenticate the painting due to his
knowledge of and prior dealings with the artist due to the
controversy about provenance.
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The Court received the statutory declarations of Norval Morrisseau
and letters filed by the Plaintiff in support of the allegation of
forgery. This evidence was relevant and although hearsay was
admitted since it was relevant to the central issue-Was the painting
a forgery? In assessing the reliability of that evidence however,
the Court notes that since this evidence was not subject to crossexamination it had to be carefully weighed in light of the testimony
of all of the witnesses.

The Plaintiff's own witness Donald Robinson provided viva voce
testimony of Norval Morrisseau's inconsistency and difficulty ir.
identifying his own work, and of his unpredictability. He agreed
that Morrisseau could have memory problems from 2003 to 2006,

a~d

of

his decline in health due to his illness. Robinson's admission that
he was not surprised that Morrisseau would sign a certificate of
authenticity to please also cast doubt on the reliability of the
statutory declarations signed by Morrisseau.
His testimony coupled with the testimony of other witnesses of
Morrisseau's Parkinson's disease raises a significant doubt of the
reliability of the statutory declarations.

Although a letter from a lawyer who was present at the signing of
the statutory declaration and a doctor's letter were filed at trial,
no expert testimony of capacity was proffered by the Plaintiff on
such a key issue.

Mr. Robinson was qualified as an expert in the a.rea of valuation and
appraisal. His,testimony however overlapped into the area of
handwriting and included an analysis of syllabic and English
handwriting, areas for which he was not qualified. He has no formal
training as an expert witness in handwriting analysis and his
evidence is rejected. Dr. Singla's forensic evidence is preferrej in
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this regard and his finding that it is highly probable that the
painting "Wheel of Life" was painted by Norval Morrisseau was
supported by his detailed technical analysis of known signatures of
Norval Morrisseau.
Mr. Robinson also testified as to his personal dealings with
Morrisseau paintings. It was his view that theu'! were a large number
of forgeries. It was also clear that his personal views and business
interests conflicted with his professIonal opinion since it was in
his interest along with Mr. Vadas to maintain the price of
Morrisseau paintings which would not otherwise be the case if the
market was flooded with paintings sourced from Potter auctions.
The Court rejects his expert report and his conclusion that the
More11ian analysis, style, colour, and provenance all pointed to
forgery.
Mr. Joseph McLeod's testimony is preferred to that of Mr. Ritchie
Sinclair. Mr. Sinclair's testimony of numerous forgers paid for with
drugs although dramatic was not supported by the evidence.

DECISION

After a careful consideration of all of the evidence, the Court
finds that on the balan~e of probabilities that the painting "Wheel
of Life" dated February 1979 is an original Norval Morrisseau and
undoubtedly one of his most notorious paintings.
The painting "Wheel of Life" is not a forgery. The Defendants
did not misrepresent the authenticity of the painting.
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The Plaintiff's claim is dismissed with costs fixed at $1,500.00
dollars pursuant to the written submissions of counsel.
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